
Stewarding our Future
Bishop Frederick Campbell identified St. John Fisher as the patron saint of The Catholic Foundation because 
of his stewardship of endowments. The objective of the St. John Fisher Stewards is to be a volunteer of the 
parish, school, or ministry - promoting the growth of endowments through collaboration with The Catholic 
Foundation’s awareness and service initiatives.

ST. JOHN FISHER STEWARDS

www.catholic-foundation.org/sjfs

• Installation blessing at an annual Mass 
• An annual luncheon and training 
• St. John Fisher identification lapel pin 
• Announcement in the Catholic Times, The Catholic  
  Foundation Annual Report and website 
• The book, “St. John Fisher” by Fr. Vincent McNabb, O.P. 
• Invitations to participate in The Catholic  
  Foundation’s topical conversations and spiritual  
  discussions

 

Steward benefits
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About Us 
The Catholic Foundation’s mission is to  
inspire giving and assist donors to provide for 
the long-term needs of the 23-county Diocese 
of Columbus. The Catholic Foundation is one of 
the oldest and largest Catholic foundations in the 
country, distributing nearly $150 million  
throughout the diocese since 1985. 

Why Us 
The Catholic Foundation offers a way to leave a 
legacy uniquely aligned with Catholic values and 
beliefs. Additionally, the Foundation  
invests all funds in accordance with the United 
States Conference of Catholic Bishops  
guidelines for Socially Responsible Investments.

Role of a St. John Fisher Stewards
• Scheduling and facilitating endowment awareness  
   initiatives including gatherings, bulletin  announcements  
   and inserts, letters, and individual meetings 

• Identifying events for the promotion and awareness of  
   endowments 

• Coordinate materials at events and in spaces such as  
   vestibules where information is shared 

• Periodically update the Pastor and The Catholic Foundation  
   on the parish endowment awareness initiatives 

• Provide periodical updates of awareness initative successes  
   to the parish, school, ministry and  The Catholic Foundation

• Identifying parishioners, alumni, and/or benefactors who  
   may be at the right time in their life to know more about how  
   to support endowments through the services of The Catholic  
   Foundation 

• Identifying those with expertise in financial services that may  
   be interested in learning more about The Catholic  
   Foundation’s Professional Advisor Program (PAG) 

• When available, be a presence at events by displaying  
   endowment awareness materials, answering questions, and  
   referring to The Catholic Foundation staff for technical service

Stewardship - it’s not just about giving money. 

It’s about giving everything.   

Let’s talk


